
 
Stella Cherry 

Fill a dark-colored jar about halfway with water-moistened peat moss or 
vermiculite. Place your cherry seeds inside the jar, too, then sprinkle a couple of 
inches of moss or vermiculite on top of them. Loosely cover the jar with its lid. 

Refrigerate the cherry seeds for at least eight weeks at a temperature of 40 
degrees Fahrenheit. Periodically re-moisten the vermiculite or moss bedding 
material with water from a spray bottle---it should never be soaking wet, just 
damp. 

Plant the cherry seed outside once all danger of a hard frost has passed. Plant 
several seeds together in the same hole, as the seeds take a very long time to 
sprout. Plant the seeds twice as deep as they are large. For example, if the 
seeds are each 1/4-inch across, plant them 1/2-inch deep. 

Cover the planted seeds with sand to help keep soil from caking over them and 
prevent germination. Bend 1-foot-by-1-foot piece of chicken wire into the shape 
of a shallow box and place this carefully over where you planted the seeds. 
Once you press the edges of the box into the soil, there should still be at least 
an inch or two between the soil's surface and the chicken wire, so that your 
cherry seeds have room to begin sprouting. The chicken wire will help keep 
pests from digging your cherry seeds up. 

Keep the sand and soil around the cherry pits damp, but not soaked, as you 
wait for them to germinate. This takes some patience---while you may see 
results within a couple of months, some gardeners have reported that their 
cherry pits took up to a year to actually germinate and produce sprouts. 
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